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Three experiments explored the issue of selective associations in the observational conditioning

of fear. Experiment 1 results indicated that observer rhesus monkeys acquired a fear of snakes

through watching videotapes of model monkeys behaving fearfully with snakes. In Experiment
2, observers watched edited videotapes that showed models reacting either fearfully to toy snakes

and nonfearfully to artificial flowers (SN+/FL-) or vice versa (FL+/SN-). SN+/FL- observers

acquired a fear of snakes but not of flowers; FL+/SN— observers did not acquire a fear of either

stimulus. In Experiment 3, monkeys solved complex appetitive discriminative (PAN) problems

at comparable rates regardless of whether the discriminative stimuli were the videotaped snake

or the flower stimuli used in Experiment 2. Thus, monkeys appear to selectively associate snakes
with fear.

In the past 25 years, much research has been directed
toward the study of selective associations. Research in this
area has often been placed in broader theoretical contexts
such as preparedness, belongingness, or biological constraints
on learning. (For recent reviews, see Domjan, 1983; Domjan
& Galef, 1983; Johnston & Pietrewicz, 1985; LoLordo &
Droungas, 1989; Ohman, 1986; Ohman, Dimberg, & 6st,
1985). However, because of the controversies generated by
use of these frameworks, most contemporary research in this
area has employed the more theoretically neutral term selec-
tive association. Selective associations represent instances of
experience-independent association bias in which certain
combinations of stimuli are readily associable, for example,
conditioned stimulus (CS),-unconditioned stimulus (US),
and CS2-US2, whereas other combinations are not (e.g., CS,-
US2 and CS2-US,). Further, such differences in associability
cannot be explicable by reference to the separate properties
of each stimulus (e.g., differences in CS salience), but must
instead be due to the interaction between the specific stimuli
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used. In more formal terms, for an association to be selective,
the rate of growth of the CS-US association cannot be ade-
quately described by separate CS and US rate parameters, but
can be characterized only by a single rate parameter unique
to the specific CS-US combination (see LoLordo, 1979a,
1979b; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).

An important subdomain of the literature on selective
associations has dealt with their possible role in mediating the
nonrandom distribution of fears and phobias in humans.
Fears of certain animals (e.g., snakes, spiders, insects) and
certain situations (e.g., heights) seem overrepresented in the
clinical population relative to how often such objects are
likely to have been associated with trauma (e.g., De Silva,
Rachman, & Seligman, 1977; Marks, 1987, chap. 9; McNally,
1987; Mineka, 1985; Ohman et al., 1985; Seligman, 1971).
Thus, the greater propensity with which individuals acquire a
fear of "fear-relevant" stimuli (e.g., snakes) is presumed to be
a consequence of the fact that such stimuli are selectively
associable with aversive outcomes. In keeping with the estab-
lished definition of a selective association, it must also be
demonstrable that the ease with which fear-relevant stimuli
are associated with aversive outcomes cannot be attributed to
the intrinsic properties of fear-relevant stimuli. That is, one
would not expect to see superior conditioning when fear-
relevant CSs were paired with nonaversive USs.

Much of the research involving Pavlovian conditioning to
fear-relevant versus fear-irrelevant stimuli has been conducted
by Ohman and his colleagues. A typical study uses nonphobic
human subjects, mild shock as the US, and either fear-relevant
CSs (e.g., slides of snakes or spiders) or fear-irrelevant CSs
(e.g., slides of flowers or mushrooms). Conditioning is usually
indexed by differential (CS+ vs. CS—) electrodermal activity.
Numerous studies have demonstrated that, following acqui-
sition, differential responding continues longer in extinction
for fear-relevant as opposed to fear-irrelevant cues (e.g., E.
Cook, Modes, & Lang, 1986; Ohman, Fredrikson, Hugdahl,
& Rimmo, 1976; see Ohman et al., 1985, for a review;
however, see McNally, 1987, for a summary of results indi-
cating no effect of fear relevance).
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By themselves, such results do not provide complete evi-
dence that fear-relevant stimuli are selectively associable with
aversive outcomes. For example, it remains possible that the
superior resistance to extinction with fear-relevant CSs is
attributable only to their greater salience. Studies attempting
to assess this possibility have crossed the factors of US type
(shock vs. a nonaversive US) and CS type (fear relevant vs.

fear irrelevant). Given such a design, inference of a selective
association requires (a) superior conditioning in the fear-
relevant/shock group compared with the fear-irrelevant/
shock group, and (b) a nonzero level of responding for the
fear-irrelevant/nonaversive US group that is at least as strong
as that for the fear-relevant/nonaversive US group. (In the
case of equivalent conditioning in the two nonaversive US
groups, ceiling as well as floor factors should not be constrain-
ing performance; i.e., measurement sensitivity should not be
an issue.) It should be noted that complete consensus does
not exist for the second of these criteria; some investigators
argue that a more stringent cross-over effect is necessary:
greater conditioning in the fear-irrelevant/nonaversive US
group than in the fear-relevant/nonaversive US group (e.g.,
LoLordo, 1979a, 1979b; McNally, 1987; cf. LoLordo &
Droungas, 1989, for recent arguments in support of the less

stringent criterion). Unfortunately, the results of such studies
(Ohman, Fredrikson, & Hugdahl, 1978; Ohman et al., 1976)
have fulfilled only the first of the two criteria; in the case of
the second, both of the nonaversive US groups showed little
if any conditioning. Such a pattern of results does not clearly
invalidate explanations based on differences in CS properties
because the nonaversive US may be incapable of supporting
conditioning to any CS.

In addition, the relevance of studies by Ohman and others
for understanding the nonrandom distribution of human fears
and phobias is limited by several factors. First, selective as-
sociations supposedly represent experience-independent
biases in stimulus associability; yet because humans are used
as subjects, it may be impossible to equate the two stimulus
classes (fear relevant vs. fear irrelevant) in terms of strength
of prior associations (Delprato, 1980;Hygge&Ohman, 1978).
Second, the conditioned response (CR) in these studies, like
most fear CRs conditioned in the laboratory where mild USs
have been used, extinguish after a moderate number of trials,
whereas phobic fear is notoriously resistant to extinction.
Furthermore, these studies have generally only used auto-
nomic measures of fear, thus leaving unanswered the question
of whether fear-relevance effects can be demonstrated when
other dependent measures are used (see Lang, 1968, 1971;
Mineka, 1979, 1985; Rachman & Hodgson, 1974).

An animal model of phobic behavior developed in recent
years in our laboratory seemed to provide a promising avenue
for overcoming some of the problems inherent in human
research on this topic (see Mineka, 1985, for discussion of
animal models of fears and phobias). Specifically, this model
has been built on the fearful reactions to snakes exhibited by
a wide variety of primate species reared in the wild, including
white-faced capuchins (Cebus capucinus; Boinski, 1988); sad-
dle-back tamarins (Saguinus fuscicollis nigrifrons; Bartecki &
Heymann, 1987); vervet monkeys (Cercopilhecus aethiops;
Seyfarth, Cheney, & Marler, 1980a, 1980b; Struhsaker, 1967);

and rhesus monkeys (Joslin, Fletcher, & Emlen, 1964; Mi-
neka, Keir, & Price, 1980). These observations constitute

presumptive evidence that snakes are a fear-relevant stimulus
for primates.

Although considerable controversy has existed over the
extent to which this fear of snakes is "innate" as opposed to
based on learning, current evidence suggests that learning is
necessary for the fear to manifest itself, at least for some

primate species in which wild-reared but not laboratory-reared
monkeys show a fear of snakes (see Mineka & Cook, 1988,
for a review). For example, Mineka and Cook demonstrated
that laboratory-reared rhesus monkeys who were initially
unafraid of snakes rapidly acquired a fear of snakes after
watching wild-reared model monkeys exhibit a strong fear of
snakes (Cook, Mineka, Wolkenstein, & Laitsch, 1985; Mi-
neka, Davidson, Cook, & Keir, 1984). The naive laboratory-
reared observers initially reached rapidly for food placed
adjacent to a series of stimuli, including a real snake, toy
snakes, and neutral objects. They were then allowed to watch
a wild-reared model monkey react to these stimuli in the same
setting: In the presence of snake stimuli, the models failed to
reach for food and displayed a relatively large number of
disturbance behaviors. In the presence of neutral stimuli,
models readily reached for food and displayed no fear behav-
iors. Following this discriminative observational conditioning
procedure, the observers were retested alone: A majority
displayed an intense fear of snakes, indicated by increased
latency to reach for food and increased distress. To examine
the strength/persistence of the acquired fear, observers were
retested 3 months later: There was no diminution in the
intensity of the acquired fear on any of the measures.

The extension of this observational conditioning paradigm
to the issue of selective associations requires two observer
groups, one watching a model reacting fearfully to fear-rele-
vant stimuli such as snakes (but nonfearfully to fear-irrelevant
stimuli such as flowers), and the other watching a model
reacting fearfully to fear-irrelevant stimuli (and nonfearfully
to fear-relevant stimuli). Preliminary evidence of a selective
association would be provided if observers in the first group
acquired a fear of the fear-relevant snakes but not of the fear-
irrelevant flowers, and observers in the second group acquired
significantly less (or no) fear of the fear-irrelevant flowers.
However, to provide a valid comparison of the two observer
groups, the procedure must be additionally modified to ensure
that the models exhibit identical levels of fear in the presence
of the to-be-feared stimulus (snake or flowers). This require-
ment stems from previous results from this laboratory indi-
cating that the level of fear acquired by observers is positively
correlated with the degree of model disturbance during the
conditioning process (Cook et al., 1985; Mineka et al., 1984).

A technological avenue toward creating models displaying
equivalent behavior but to different stimuli would involve the
observer watching not an actual model but a videotaped
model. Specifically, by splicing in the appropriate stimulus
objects (snakes or flowers), one could ensure identical model
behavior in the presence of different stimuli. Thus, in video-
tapes seen by some observers the model would appear to react
fearfully to the snake and nonfearfully to the flowers, whereas
in videotapes seen by other observers the same model (dis-
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playing the identical behavior) would appear to react non-

fearfully to the snake and fearfully to the flowers (see Mineka,

1987; Mineka & Cook, 1988, for preliminary discussions of

this issue).

Before proceeding with such a design, it was first necessary

to determine whether monkeys could acquire a fear of snakes

through observation of videotaped models. Past research in-

volving the presentation of color videotapes to various ma-

caque species indicated that subjects respond to videotaped

conspecifics in a socially appropriate manner (Capitanio,

Boccia, & Colaiannia, 1985; Lande, Higley, Snowdon, Goy,

& Suomi, 1985; Plimpton, Swartz, & Rosenblum, 1981). It

remained unclear, however, whether monkeys could acquire

a fear of a CS by watching videotaped conspecifics. Therefore,

Experiment 1 sought to determine whether observers could

acquire significant levels of snake fear by watching videotaped

rather than live models.' Experiments 2 and 3 build on the

findings of Experiment 1, attempting to demonstrate that the

conditioning of snake fear represents a selective association.

Experiment I

Method

Observers and Models

Observers were 6 (4 males and 2 females) laboratory-reared rhesus

monkeys (Macaco mulatto) ranging in age from 5 to 9 years. The

videotaped models were a 31-year-old female wild-reared rhesus

monkey and a 6-year-old female laboratory-reared rhesus monkey.

The wild-bora model had had approximately 5 years of experience

in the wild in India before capture. The laboratory-reared model had

acquired a fear of snakes through observation in a previous experi-

ment (Mineka & Cook, 1986). All monkeys were living at the Harlow
Primate Laboratory at the time of the experiment.

Apparatus

Testing took place in a Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (WGT A;

Harlow, 1949) and a Sackett Self-Selection Circus (hereafter referred
to as Circus; Sackett, 1970). In the WGTA, the experimenter sat

behind a one-way mirror, unobserved by a monkey in a cage (98.5

cm long x 52.6 cm high X 51.4 cm wide). During WGTA adaptation

and testing, stimuli were placed inside an uncovered Plexiglas box

(53.4 cm long x 15.2 cm high X 21.3 cm wide) and food reinforcers

were placed on a ledge at the top of the back wall of the box (the wall
farthest from the monkey). A blind, when lowered by the experimen-
ter, prevented the monkey from viewing the box, stimulus, and

reinforcer. During observational conditioning, a color monitor (NEC,
Model CM-1915A, 19-in [48.3-cm] screen) connected to a videocas-

sette recorder (VCR; Sony, Model SL-10) was situated within the
WGTA (approximately 1 m from the cage holding the monkey) so

that the monkey could view the videotaped stimuli on the monitor's

screen when the blind was raised. Low-level white noise masked any

extraneous noise occurring during WGTA sessions.
The Circus consisted of a hexagonal center compartment sur-

rounded by six rhomboidal-shaped outer compartments. The center
compartment communicated with each outer compartment via guil-

lotine-type doors that were pneumatically raised and lowered. The

outer compartments were separated from each other by opaque walls.

Four of the six outer compartments were used as stimulus compart-
ments; stimulus compartments had a guillotine door and an outer

wall (i.e., the wall opposite the center compartment and the guillotine

door) constructed of Plexiglas. Stimulus objects were placed inside

cages (53 cm long x 35 cm high x 30 cm wide) with one side (53 cm

X 35 cm) made of Plexiglas. Each cage was placed with its Plexiglas

side facing the outer Plexiglas wall of a stimulus compartment, so

that a monkey inside that compartment could view the stimulus. One

of the six outer compartments was used as a start compartment. Its

guillotine door and outer wall were opaque to prevent monkeys from

looking into or out of that compartment. The sixth compartment was
not used in this experiment; its guillotine door remained lowered and

was opaque to prevent visual access. A videocamera (Panasonic,

Model WV-200), placed above the apparatus and connected to a
black and white monitor (Setchell Carlson, Model 9M912,19-in [48.3

cm] screen) in an adjacent room, allowed the experimenter to view

the monkey within the Circus. Low-level white noise masked any

extraneous noise occurring during Circus sessions.

Stimuli

The following stimuli were presented to observers in the WGTA

or in the Circus, or both: (a) a live boa constrictor (Constrictor

constrictor), approximately 132 cm long and 4.5 cm in diameter

(hereinafter referred to as the real snake); (b) a 157-cm-long, sinuous,

brown and white, inflatable toy snake (the huge toy), 7.6 cm in
diameter; (c) a 106-cm-long, sinuous, brown, rubber toy snake, 2.5

cm in diameter (the big toy); (d) a 61-cm-long, sinuous, brown, rubber

toy snake, 2.5 cm in diameter (the small toy); and(e) several "neutral"
objects: wood blocks of different shapes and colors, the largest meas-

uring 2.5 cm high x 7.6 cm long x 7.6 cm wide.

Videotapes

Two videotapes were used. One tape showed the wild-born model;

the other showed the laboratory-bom model. In each tape, the model

reacted fearfully to the real snake and to the huge toy snake and
nonfearfully to neutral stimuli. Fear (or lack of fear) was manifested

by the models reacting to the stimuli and food treats in a WGTA

setting. Neutral stimuli were inside the uncovered Plexiglas box; the
real and huge toy snakes were only partially inside the box. Both the

real snake and huge toy were moving for most of the time they

appeared on the tapes. Movement of the toy was induced by the

experimenter; the experimenter did not, however, appear on the

videotape. In the case of all three stimuli, food reinforcers could be

seen on the ledge of the box. During those trials on which a neutral

stimulus appeared in the open box, the models reached rapidly (within
5 s) over the object to obtain the food, indicating no fear of the

neutral objects. During those trials on which the real snake or huge
toy appeared in the box, the model evinced extreme fear for 60 s,
manifested by a failure to reach over the moving snake for the food

and by the display of various fear behaviors; see Procedure for an

enumeration of fear behaviors.
Each tape was comprised of 30 trials, 24 neutral-object trials (each

approximately 5 s in duration), and six 60-s snake trials, 3 with the

1 A brief version of these results was presented in Mineka (1987).
Because of a difference in the way Wisconsin General Test Apparatus

(WGTA) responses were averaged, the graphed WGTA results in
Mineka (1987) appear to indicate mean responses that are twice those

shown in the present report. However, this discrepancy represents a

difference in scale, not in actual response magnitude.
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real snake and 3 with the huge toy snake. For each tape, trial order

was as follows: 12 neutral-object trials, 6 snake trials, and 12 neutral-

object trials. Intertrial intervals (ITIs) varied from approximately 5 to

20 s. The duration of the tape showing the wild-born model was

approximately 12.5 min; the duration of the tape showing the labo-

ratory-born model was approximately 13 min.

The images of the snake stimuli, as they appeared on the video-

tapes, varied considerably between and within trials, because they

were frequently moving and because the focus of the videocamera

changed occasionally during taping. Further, neither the real snake

nor the huge toy snake appeared in their entirety on the screen

(although typically their heads were visible). In general, the diameter

of the image of the real snake was approximately 3.8 cm and that of

the huge toy was approximately 5.1 cm. Similarly, the image of the

model monkeys varied considerably; in general, the height of the

image was approximately 20 cm. The screen image of the neutral

blocks was approximately 3.2 cm wide, and that of the food treat was

approximately 1 em in diameter.

Procedure

WGTA adaptation and pretest. Observers were adapted to the

WGTA apparatus and procedure before the WGTA pretest. An

adaptation trial consisted of placing a neutral object inside the Plex-

iglas box, placing a food treat on the box's ledge, raising the blind

(allowing the monkey to see the box, stimulus, and reward), and

starting a timer. The trial ended when the monkey reached over the

neutral object in the open box to obtain the food. ITIs varied from

approximately 5 to 15 s. Monkeys were considered adapted when

they obtained the food within 10 s on 18 of 20 consecutive trials.

Following adaptation, observers were pretested in the WGTA for

their fear of the real snake and toy snakes. The pretest procedure

differed from the adaptation procedure in the following particulars:

1. Trials did not end when the observer obtained the food, but

were all 60 s long. If the observer failed to obtain the food during a

trial, a latency of 60 s was recorded.

2. The occurrence of any of 12 disturbance behaviors was re-

corded. Disturbance behaviors were scored using a 1-0 modified

frequency system (Sackett, 1978). A 60-s trial was subdivided into

three 20-s intervals. If a particular disturbance behavior occurred one

or more times during a 20-s interval, the observer's disturbance score

was increased by 1. Because there were 3 intervals per trial, each of

the 12 behaviors could increment the composite disturbance score by

0 to 3. The disturbance behaviors recorded were those used previously

with this paradigm (Cook & Mineka, 1987; Cook et al., 1985; Mineka

& Cook, 1986; Mineka et al., 1984; Mineka et al., 1980): fear

withdrawal (sudden retreat to or flattening of the body against the

back of the cage, or both), cage clutch (holding onto the side or the

back of the cage), cage shake (vigorous moving or shaking of the

cage), spasm or tic (vigorous shaking or jerking of the hands or upper

body), eye aversion (rapidly looking away from the stimulus), stare

(prolonged, fixed gaze at the stimulus from the back of the cage), fear

grimace (stretching the lips over the gums, exposing the teeth), threat

(lips thrust forward, ears retracted or flattened against the head), ear

flap (ears flattened against the head but without the lips thrust forward
as with a threat), lip smack (lips repeatedly moving up and down,
chattering of teeth), vocalization, and piloerection (fur raised up on

the shoulders and torso).

3. Five stimuli were presented in the Plexiglas box: the real snake,

the huge, big, and small toy snakes, and the neutral blocks. (Because

of its size, only a portion of the huge toy was inside the box. Subjects
could still reach over the huge toy for the food treat, however.)

Presentation order of stimuli was as follows: Two neutral-object trials
preceded the presentation of the four snake stimuli. The snake trials

were separated from one another by a further neutral-object presen-

tation. This sequence of 9 trials was then repeated, resulting in a total

of 18 trials; thus, each snake stimulus was presented twice. ITIs were

approximately 45 s long.
Circus adaptation and pretest. During a Circus session, an ob-

server was confined to the start compartment for a 5-min period,

after which the guillotine doors separating the center compartment

from the start and stimulus compartments were opened. When the

observer exited from the start compartment (usually within 10 s), the

door of that compartment was lowered to prevent reentry. The

observer could then enter and leave any of the stimulus compartments

and the center compartment during the next 5 min. The amount of

time spent inside each of the stimulus compartments was recorded.

Observers received adaptation sessions to familiarize them with

the apparatus and procedure and to ensure that they displayed no

compartment preferences. Four neutral objects were used as stimuli.

Sessions continued for each observer until a criterion of four consec-

utive sessions of "no preference" was met: spending 5% to 40% of

the total entry time in each stimulus compartment. Observers then

received a Circus pretest. The pretest procedure differed from the
adaptation procedure only in the four stimuli used: The real snake,

the big and small toy snakes, and one neutral object were presented.

(The huge toy snake was too large to be presented in this apparatus.)

WGTA and Circus adaptation occurred over a 3 to 6 week period.

Pretests were conducted after adaptation criteria had been met in

both contexts.
Observational conditioning. Following the WGTA and Circus

pretests, observers underwent six observational conditioning sessions

over 2 to 3 weeks. During each session, observers were allowed to

watch the two videotapes in the WGTA setting. It was not necessary

to train observers to watch the videotapes. Because the monitor was

situated so that it obscured the ability of the experimenter to view
the observers, systematic observations of the monkeys' behavior

during conditioning was not possible. A one-way mirror in the door

of the experimental room was occasionally used by the experimenter,
who was situated outside the room, to make incidental observations

of observer behavior during conditioning. However, the view pro-

vided by this one-way mirror was not adequate to allow systematic,

reliable observations of behavior.

Circus and WGTA posllests and follow-up. Following the second

observational conditioning session, observers were given a posttest in

the Circus. This posttest was procedurally identical to the Circus

pretest. This cycle of 2 observational conditioning sessions followed

by a Circus posttest was repeated 2 more times so that observers

received a total of 6 conditioning sessions and 3 Circus posttests.

Following the final Circus posttest, observers received a WGTA

posttest identical in procedure to the WGTA pretest. Approximately

3 months after the WGTA posttest, observers received follow-up tests

in the Circus and the WGTA. The follow-up test procedures were

identical to the posttest procedures.

Data Analysis

Three investigators scored fear behaviors over the course of the

experiment. Interrater agreement was assessed during 4 WGTA post-

tests. During each of the assessment sessions, 2 of the 3 aforemen-
tioned investigators were present. The first author was always 1 of
the 2 (and had trained the other 2 investigators). Interrater agreement

was 88%; that is, 65 of the 74 behaviors recorded over the 72 trials

were noted by both raters. If the instances for which the raters agreed

no fear behaviors occurred were included in the assessment, agree-

ment would exceed 99%.
For WGTA pretest, posttest, and follow-up sessions, the maximum

attainable latency score per trial was 60 s; the maximum attainable
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disturbance behavior score per trial was 36 (three 20-s intervals X 12

behaviors).2 For each WGTA session, a single food-reach latency (and

disturbance behavior) score was computed for each type of snake

stimulus by averaging scores over the 2 trials during which the

stimulus was presented. Latency and fear behavior scores for the

neutral stimuli were derived by averaging scores for the first 2 neutral-

object trials of a session. For the Circus sessions, amount of time

spent in each stimulus compartment (compartment time) was the

dependent measure. The maximum possible compartment time score

was 300 s.

For each of the 3 dependent measures, experimental hypotheses

were tested with 3 sets of planned comparisons; each set was related

to a logically distinct experimental hypothesis. The first set sought to

confirm the expectation that responding during the pretest did not

differ for the different stimuli; the second set tested hypotheses

concerning demonstration of the acquisition of snake fear at posttest;

and the third examined whether acquired fear was maintained at

follow-up. For the WGTA dependent measures, these 3 sets took the

following form:

In Set 1, (a) RHP™«, - Nc»,a, and (b) BSprtlc» - N^, where RH

represents the mean of the responses to the real snake and the huge

toy snake at the specified experimental phase, BS is the mean of the

responses to the big toy and small toy snake, and N is the response

to the neutral object. The snake stimuli were averaged in this way

because the real snake and huge toy snake differed from the big and

small toy snakes in 2 important respects. First, the former stimuli

were considerably larger than the latter. Second, the former stimuli,

unlike the latter, were presented to observers on videotape during

observational conditioning. In Set 2, (a) (RHpo5nBEt — N^sne^) —

(RrW - Np^,), and (b) (BS,̂ , - N,™*,,) - (BSP™, - Npra=»),

In Set 3, (1) RHfolk,w.,,p - RH^^,, and (b) BSMkm.m- BS,̂ ,. The 3

analogous sets used for Circus compartment time differed from those

used for the WGTA measures only in that they examined responses

to the real snake, R, rather than to the RH aggregate (because the

huge toy snake was not presented in the Circus).

An effort was made to control experimentwise Type I error by

adopting a Duns-Bonferrom strategy for setting the nominal alpha

level at which the contrasts were evaluated (Dunn, 1961). Thus, each

comparison in the 3 sets was evaluated at a = .05/2 = .025. As a

result, experimentwise alpha associated with each dependent measure

was equivalent to what would have been yielded had we conducted 3

planned comparisons, each evaluated at « = .05. All planned com-

parisons were two-tailed.
Omnibus analyses of variance (ANOVAS) for each dependent mea-

sure were also conducted. Departures from sphericity can strongly

bias the results of repeated-measures ANOVAS as well as the results of
planned comparisons involving repeated measures (Rogan, Kesel-

man, & Mendoza, 1979; Vasey & Thayer, 1987). For this reason,

where sphericity assumptions are violated, F values are reported with

the conservative degrees of freedom recommended by Greenhouse

and Geisser (1959). Additionally, the planned comparisons were

calculated using separate comparison-specific error terms (Boik, 1981;
Maxwell, 1980).

Results

In overview, the results revealed strong and persistent ob-

servational conditioning of snake fear in the observers. Two

of the 3 dependent measures indicated that, whereas observers

showed little or no fear of the snake stimuli at pretest, follow-

ing exposure to the videotapes they exhibited a fear of some

or all of the snake stimuli (depending upon the dependent

measure).

Observational Conditioning

Incidental observations suggested that the observers reacted

to the videotaped stimuli as if they were real. For example,

observers occasionally reached for the food treat appearing

on the screen. In addition, observers sometimes exhibited

signs of behavioral disturbance coincident with the model's

fear performance, just as we have typically seen when using

live models (e.g., Cook et al., 1985). In general, levels of

observer disturbance were higher during early conditioning

sessions than during later conditioning sessions.

Circus

A 3 x 4 (Tests [pretest, average posttest, follow-up] x

Stimulus Objects [real snake, big and small toys, neutral

object]) repeated measures ANOVA compared observer behav-

ior in the Circus at the pretest, average posttest, and follow-

up. A significant main effect for objects, f \ l , 5) = 10.95, and

a significant Tests x Objects interaction, F( 1, 5) = 4.14, were

revealed. Posttest values were averaged across the 3 individual

posttest sessions in the foregoing analysis because a prelimi-

nary 3 x 4 (Circus Posttest Sessions x Stimulus Objects)

repeated measures ANOVA of observer performance during the

individual posttests revealed that neither the main effect for

posttest sessions nor the Sessions x Objects interaction were

significant. That is, observer behavior did not significantly

change over the individual posttests.

Planned comparisons indicated that observers spent an

equivalent amount of time in all the stimulus compartments

during the pretest. Unfortunately, despite the significance of

the Tests x Objects interaction, the planned comparisons

examining snake fear acquisition were only marginally signif-

icant (ps = .067 and .051 for the real snake and big toy/small

toy, respectively). Figure 1 illustrates these results.

WGTA

Observer latency scores during the pretest, posttest, and

follow-up were analyzed by a 3 x 5 (Tests [pretest, posttest,

follow-up] x Stimulus Objects [real snake, huge, big, and

small toy, neutral object]) repeated measures ANOVA, which

revealed significant main effects for tests, t\2, 10) = 15.86,

and objects, F(4, 20) = 18.47, as well as a Tests X Objects

interaction, F[l, 5) - 4.69. Planned comparisons indicated

that before observational conditioning observers responded

to all stimuli with short, equivalent latencies. Following con-

1 Although a disturbance score of 36 was theoretically obtainable,

as in our previous experiments with live models (e.g., Cook et al.,
1985), actual scores were far below this maximum for a variety of

reasons. The expression of some behaviors were not compatible with

the simultaneous expression of others (e.g., eye aversion vs. prolonged

stare) so that the appearance of one such behavior during a 20-s
interval reduced the probability of the appearance of the conflicting

behavior. Further, animals exhibiting fear tended to display only a
subset of the 12 possible fear behaviors, with different monkeys
displaying different subsets. Finally, some of the 12 fear behaviors

appeared very infrequently.
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Figure I. Mean compartment times in the Circus for four stimulus
objects (real snake, big and small toy snakes, and neutral object) for
the Experiment 1 observers at pretest, posttest, and follow-up.

ditioning, however, latencies in the presence of both types of
snake stimuli increased significantly, whereas responding to
neutral stimuli remained the same. This acquired fear was
maintained at follow-up. Figure 2 depicts these results.

A 3 X 5 (Tests X Stimulus Objects) repeated measures
ANOVA for observer disturbance behavior (analogous to the
ANOVA for latency) showed significant main effects for tests,
F(2, 10) = 11.28, and objects, F(4, 20) = 18.60, and a Tests
x Objects interaction, F(l, 5) = 4.44, Planned comparisons
indicated that before observational conditioning observers
showed comparably few disturbance behaviors to all stimuli.
Following exposure to the videotapes, disturbance scores re-
flected an acquired fear of the real snake and huge toy snake,
but not of the big and small toy snakes. Fear of the real snake
and huge toy was maintained at follow-up. Figure 3 depicts
these results.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that naive, labo-
ratory-reared monkeys can acquire a strong and persistent
fear of snakes and snake-like stimuli by watching videotapes

Behavioral Avoidance in WGTA
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Figure 2. Mean food-reach latency in the Wisconsin General Test
Apparatus (WGTA) in the presence of five stimulus objects (real
snake; huge, big, and small toy snakes; and neutral object) for the
Experiment 1 observers at pretest, posttest, and follow-up.

of conspecifics reacting fearfully to these stimuli. Two of the
3 dependent measures indicated an acquired fear of the real
snake and huge toy snake, that is, the snake stimuli viewed
on the videotapes during conditioning. One of the measures
showed that this fear generalized to other snake-like stimuli,
the big and small toy snakes. The persistence of this fear was
evident by its retention with little or no diminution three
months following conditioning.

The failure of some of the planned contrasts to achieve
statistical significance (viz., those for Circus compartment
time), given that such contrasts had indicated acquired snake
fear in previous studies using live models, can probably be
attributed to the small sample size (« = 6) used in this
preliminary study. Indeed, results from this study using vi-
deotaped models are substantially similar to those using a
live-model procedure (although it should be noted that ob-
servers in this experiment spent 72 min watching videotaped
models reacting to snakes as opposed to only 24 min in
experiments with live models). For example, the mean posttest
latency to the real snake in the present study is 49.5 s in
contrast to 54.5 s for a live-model study (Mineka et al., 1984).
In addition, mean compartment time for the real snake is
12.9 s in this study as opposed to 15.6 s for the same live-
model study.

The present results are of importance and interest for
several reasons. First, they provide what we believe is the first
empirical documentation that a primate species can not only
recognize and react in a socially appropriate manner to video-
tapes of conspecifics, but also use such stimuli as a basis for
emotional learning. To the extent that parallel effects occur
in humans, these results suggest that the mass media may
provide a potent source of information for the acquisition of
fears and phobias (see Venn & Short, 1973; cf. Bandura, in
press, for related evidence on learning aggressive behaviors
through the mass media). Additionally, these results allowed
us to proceed with a further study that explored the issue of
selective associations by comparing the effects of pairing
fearful model behavior with fear-relevant stimuli (snakes)
versus fear-irrelevant stimuli (flowers).

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, one group of observers (SN+/FL-)
watched edited videotapes in which models appeared to react
fearfully to toy snakes and nonfearfully to flowers, whereas a
second group (FL+/SN-) watched edited videotapes in which
models appeared to react fearfully to the flowers and nonfear-
fully to toy snakes. Provisional evidence of a selective associ-
ation would be provided if SN+/FL- observers acquired a
fear of snakes but not of flowers. In contrast, FL+/SN-
observers should not acquire a fear of snakes; fear of flowers—
if any—should be less than the snake fear of the SN+/FL—
observers.

Several features of this design are noteworthy. First, because
a discriminative observational conditioning paradigm was
used, in which the CS+ is fear relevant and the CS- is fear
irrelevant for one group, whereas the opposite arrangement is
used for the other group, we could assess the possibility that
any enhanced conditioning with the fear-relevant stimulus
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Fear Behaviors in WGTA
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Figure 3. Mean number of disturbance behaviors exhibited in the
Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (WGTA) in the presence of five
stimulus objects (real snake; huge, big, and small toy snakes; and
neutral object) for the Experiment 1 observers at pretest, posttest, and
follow-up.

when it is a CS+ is due to selective sensitization rather than
to purely associative processes. If selective sensitization is, in
fact, responsible for any snake fear in the SN+/FL- observers,
then we should see comparable fear of snakes in the FL+/
SN- observers, where snake stimuli are explicitly unpaired
with the US (LoLordo, 1979a). Second, because the labora-
tory-reared observers had no experience with either snakes or
flowers before the experiment, differential responding to the
snake stimuli could not easily be ascribed to experiential
factors occurring before the experiment as is the case with
human research on this topic.

Method

Observers and Models

Observers were 26 (7 males and 19 females) laboratory-reared
rhesus monkeys ranging in age from 4 to 22 years.3 The videotaped
models were the same ones used in Experiment 1. All monkeys were
living at the Harlow Primate Laboratory at the time of the experiment.

Apparatus and Stimuli

Testing took place in the WGTA and Circus used in Experiment
1. The following stimuli were presented to observers in the WGTA
or in the Circus, or both: (a) the real snake; (b) the big toy snake; (c)
the small toy snake; and (d) the neutral blocks used in Experiment 1;
(e) two silk flowers, one pink, the other blue; and (f) two silk flowers,
one purple, the other yellow. (The four flowers measured between 38
and 43 cm in length, including the green plastic stems.)

Videotapes

Four videotapes were used. Two showed the wild-born model; 2
showed the laboratory-born model. Two tapes (1 per model) showed
a model reacting fearfully to the toy snake stimuli and nonfearfully
to the flower stimuli (designated the SN+/FL- tapes). The remaining
2 tapes (one per model) showed a model reacting fearfully to the
flower stimuli and nonfearfully to the toy snake stimuli (the FL-t-/
SN— tapes). Alt 4 tapes also depicted a model reacting nonfearfully
to neutral stimuli. On these 4 videotapes, fear (or lack of fear) was
manifested as in Experiment 1. That is, fear was indicated by a failure
to reach over the stimulus object in the open Plexiglas box and by

the display of fear behaviors over the course of the trial; lack of fear
was indicated by reaching rapidly (2-3 s) over the stimulus and by
the absence of fear behaviors for the duration of the trial.

Each tape was comprised of 32 trials. Twenty were 5-s neutral-
object trials (N-). The 2 FL+/SN- tapes also contained six 60-s FL+
trials in which the model apparently evinced extreme fear of the
flowers and six 60-s SN— trials in which the model apparently behaved
nonfearfully in the presence of a toy snake. The 2 SN+/JFL— tapes
contained 6 60-s SN+ trials in which the model apparently evinced
extreme fear of a toy snake and six 60-s FL— trials in which the
model apparently behaved nonfearfully in the presence of the flowers.
For each of the tapes, half of the flower trials showed the pink/blue
flowers, and half showed the purple/yellow flowers; half of the toy
snake trials showed the small toy snake, and half showed the big toy
snake.

Because of the editing/splicing techniques used, the different tapes
were identical in terms of the behavior exhibited by a given model;
they differed only in what the model appeared to react to with fearful
and nonfearful behavior. In the original unedited videotapes, fearful
model "performances" were obtained by videotaping models reacting
to the real snake and to the huge toy snake used in Experiment 1.
These stimuli were replaced during the editing process with the
appropriate toy snake or flower stimulus. In the original unedited
videotapes, nonfearful model performances were obtained by video-
taping models reaching over an empty Plexiglas box for food treats;
the empty box was replaced during the editing process with a box
containing the appropriate toy snake or flower stimulus. The N-
trials did not need to be edited. The brief N— trials were included to
maximize the likelihood that the observers "recognized" the setting
that they were observing on the videotapes. That is, observers had
extensive adaptation experience with neutral objects in the WGTA
but not with the toy snake and flower stimuli. It should be noted the
FL- and SN- trials differed from N- trials primarily in duration (60
vs. 5s).

For each tape, trial order was as follows: 4 neutral-object trials
were followed by 6 snake and 6 flower trials. Snake and flower trials
alternated with one another and were separated by further neutral-
object trials. Following the last nonneutral stimulus presentation, live
final neutral-object trials ensued. ITIs consisted of a 4-s period of
"video black" (a blank, nonstatic image). The duration of each tape
was approximately 18.5 min.

The images of the snake and flower stimuli, as they appeared on
the videotapes, were similar to one another in size, ranging from
approximately 17 to 20 cm long. The screen image of the neutral
blocks was approximately 3.2 cm wide, that of the model monkeys
was approximately 18 cm tall, and that of the food treat was approx-
imately 1 cm in diameter. Snake, flower, and neutral stimuli were
always stationary.

Procedure

WGTA adaptation and pretest. The adaptation procedure was
identical to that used in Experiment 1. Following adaptation, observ-
ers were pretested in the WGTA. The pretest procedure differed from

3 Preliminary results of this study based on a subset of the monkeys
presented here (n = 6) have previously been presented briefly in
Mineka (1987), Mineka and Cook (1988), and Mineka and Tomarken
(1989). Because of a difference in the way WGTA responses were
averaged in Mineka (1987) and Mineka and Cook (1988), the graphed
WGTA results in those two reports appear to indicate relatively
greater mean responses than those shown in the present report.
However, the discrepancy represents a difference in scale, not in
actual response magnitude. Mineka and Tomarken (1989) reported
median rather than mean WGTA performance.
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that followed for Experiment 1 only in the stimuli presented and the

order of presentation. Five stimuli were presented: the big and small

toy snakes, the pink/blue flowers, the purple/yellow flowers, and the
neutral object. Presentation order was analogous to that used for

Experiment 1, resulting in 18 trials in which each nonneutral stimulus

was presented twice.
Circus adaptation and pretest. With the exception of the stimuli

used, adaptation and pretest Circus sessions were conducted as in

Experiment 1. During adaptation, the stimuli were 5 neutral objects.

During the pretest, the big and small toy snakes, the pink/blue flowers,

the purple/yellow flowers, and the neutral object were used.

Observational conditioning. Following the WGTA and Circus

pretests, observers were assigned to the SN+/FL- or FL+/SN-

condition, and underwent 12 observational conditioning sessions over
a 3- to 4-week period. During each session, SN+/FL- observers

watched the 2 SN+/FL- tapes in the WGTA setting, and FL+/SN-

observers watched the 2 FL+/SN- tapes. Systematic observation of

observer behavior during conditioning was not possible.

Circus and WGTA posttests. Following the fourth observational

conditioning session, observers were given a posttest in the Circus.

This posttest was procedurally identical to the Circus pretest. This
cycle of 4 conditioning sessions followed by a Circus posttest was

repeated 2 more times so that observers received a total of 12

conditioning sessions and 3 Circus posttests.4

Following the final Circus posttest, observers received a WGTA

posttest identical in procedure to the WGTA pretest with one excep-

tion. Following the first 18 trials, 4 additional trials were administered:

2 neutral-object and 2 real-snake trials (the neutral object and real

snake were presented in alternation). These real-snake trials were the

first occasion the observers saw the real snake.

Data Analysis

Two investigators scored fear behaviors over the course of the

experiment. Interrater agreement was assessed during 3 WGTA post-

tests. Interrater agreement was 88%; that is, 43 of the 49 behaviors

recorded over the 66 trials were noted by both raters. If the instances

for which the raters agreed no fear behaviors occurred were included

in the assessment, agreement would exceed 99%.

Data analysis was analogous to that performed for Experiment 1.

Experimental hypotheses were tested with 6 sets of planned compar-

isons. Experimentwise alpha associated with each dependent measure

was equivalent to what would have been yielded had we conducted 6

planned comparisons, each evaluated at a = .05. The first 2 sets, one

set per group, were composed of within-group contrasts, which fo-
cused on the expectation that responding to the CS+ and

CS— did not differ at pretest; the third and fourth sets, one set for

each group, were composed of within-group contrasts examining

whether responding to the CS+ and CS- changed as a result of
conditioning; the fifth set was comprised of between-group contrasts

examining group differences in the response to CS+ and CS— at

posttest; the sixth set included both within-group and between-group

contrasts examining the response to the real snake (R). (This last set

was applied only to the WGTA measures because the real snake was

not presented in the Circus apparatus.)
In Sets 1 and 2, CS+p^a, - CS-p^a, (the CS+ was the mean

response to the 2 flower stimuli for the FL+/SN- group and the

mean response to the 2 toy snakes for the SN+/FL— group; and vice

versa for the CS-). In Sets 3 and 4, (a) CS+p^,^ - CS+P,«^, (b)

CS-poa,,*, (for SN+/FL-) - CS-p ,̂ (for FL+/SN-). In Set 6,

(a, b) R - CS+p^, and (c, d) R - CS-p™»,, (e) Rfaam< (for SN+/

CS+p^^ (for SN+/FL-) - CS+p^** (for FL+/SN-). and (b)

CS-p^*,, (for SN+/FL-) - CS-wntt» (for FL+/SN-). In Set 6,
(a, b) R - CS+p ,̂, and (c, d) R - CS-̂ .̂ , (e) Rp..,̂  (for SN+/

FL—) — RpoMtcM (for FL+/SN—). The critical p value for a given

contrast was .05 divided by the number of contrasts in the relevant

set.

Comparisons involving the neutral stimulus were not used because

it was thought that their inclusion would prove redundant. That is,

two CSs were presented to each group, the toy snake (or flowers) and

the neutral objects. The neutral object appeared to be the less appro-

priate of the two to use in1 planned comparisons. First, stimulus

presentation parameters during conditioning (trial duration, number
of trials, and so on) for the neutral trials differed substantially from

those for the other two stimuli. Second, subjects had extensive prior

exposure during adaptation to the neutral objects (but not to the toy

snakes or flowers).

Results

In overview, observational conditioning resulted in the

SN+/FL- group acquiring a fear of snake stimuli, but not of

flower stimuli. By contrast, the FL+/SN— group did not show

fear of either snake or flower stimuli following exposure to

the videotapes.

Observational Conditioning

Incidental observations of the observer monkeys watching

the videotapes were consistent with those obtained during

Experiment 1.

Circus

A 2 x 2 x 3 (Groups [FL+/SN- vs. SN+/FL-] x Tests

[pretest vs. average posttest] x Stimulus Objects [CS+, CS-,

N—]) mixed-design ANOVA examined observer compartment

times during pretest and average posttest. A significant main

effect for objects, F(l, 24) = 10.74, and a significant Groups

x Tests x Objects interaction, F[l, 24) = 4.69, were revealed.

Posttest values were averaged over the 3 posttest sessions in

the foregoing ANOVA because, in a preliminary 2 x 3 x 3

(Groups x Circus Posttest Sessions x Stimulus Objects)

mixed-design ANOVA examining observer performance during

the individual posttest sessions, neither the main effect for

posttest sessions nor any interaction involving the sessions

factor were significant. That is, the behavior of observers in

both groups did not significantly change over the individual

posttests.

Planned comparisons supported the contention that the

SN+/FL- group acquired a fear of the toy snakes, whereas

the FL+/SN— group did not acquire a fear of the flowers.

The 2 groups did not differ in their response to the CS+ and

CS— at pretest. The pretest-to-posttest decrease in mean com-

4 Three of the observers in each group were tested after every
second conditioning session instead of after every fourth session.

Thus, these observers, although receiving the same number of con-

ditioning sessions as the remaining observers, received twice as many
Circus posttests (i.e., six vs. three). Because an examination of the

data showed that the performance of these six-posttest observers was

roughly comparable to that of the three-posttest behaviors, for pur-

poses of data analysis only their second, fourth, and sixth posttests

were used (i.e., those posttests that were conducted at the same points
in time—relative to number of conditioning sessions received—as
were the three posttests given the three-posttest observers).
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partment time with the toy snake (the decrease indicating
increased fear) was marginally significant for the SN+/FL-
observers, p = .027 (critical p - .0167). No such decrease
occurred for the FL+/SN— group's CS-f (i.e., the flowers).
Further, the two groups differed in their response to their
respective CS+s (but not CS-s) at posttest; the SN+/FL-
observers spent significantly less time with the snake than did
the FL+/SN- observers with the flowers. Neither group
showed a pretest-to-posttest shift in responding to the CS—.
Figure 4 depicts these results.

WGTA

Observer latency scores were analyzed by a 2 x 2 x 3
(Groups [FL+/SN- vs. SN+/FL-] x Tests (pretest vs. post-
test] x Stimulus Objects [CS+, CS-, N-]) mixed-design
ANOVA. (ANOVAS for the two WGTA measures did not ex-
amine responses to the real snake because their inclusion
would have resulted in an unbalanced design; i.e., responses
to the real snake were measured only at posttest.) Analysis
revealed a significant main effect for objects, F( 1,24) = 18.98,
significant Groups x Tests, Groups x Objects, and Tests x
Objects two-way interactions, F(\, 24) = 4.97, F(l, 24) =
3.84, and F(2, 48) = 10.51, respectively, and a significant
Groups X Tests X Objects interaction, F(2, 48) = 6.17.

Results of planned comparisons for latency were similar to
those for Circus compartment time. The two groups did not
differ in their response to CS+ and CS- at pretest. The SN-t-/
FL— observers showed a significant pretest-to-posttest in-
crease in latency to the toy snake. No change in latency to
the flowers occurred for the FL+/SN- observers. In addition,
the two groups differed significantly in their response to their
respective CS+s (but not CS-s) at posttest: Latencies of the
SN+/FL- observers to the toy snakes were longer than were
latencies of the FL+/SN- observers to the flowers. Neither
group showed a pretest-to-posttest shift in responding to the
CS-. At posttest, both groups exhibited longer latencies to
the real snake than to their respective CS—s (but not CS+s).

Preference in Sackett Circus
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Figure 4. Mean compartment times in the Circus for three stimulus
objects (toy snakes, flowers, and neutral object) for the FL+/SN-
and SN+/FL- observers of Experiment 2 at pretest and posttest.

Mean latencies of the SN+/FL- subjects to the real snake
were greater than those of the FL+/SN- subjects, but this
difference was only marginally significant, p = .027 (critical
p=.01).

Observer disturbance scores were analyzed by a 2 x 2 x 3
(Groups X Tests X Stimulus Objects) mixed-design ANOVA
(analogous to the ANOVA for latency). Analysis revealed sig-
nificant main effects for tests and objects, F( 1,24) = 6.13 and
F{2,48) = 5.64, respectively, and significant Groups x Objects
and Tests x Objects two-way interactions, Fs(2, 48) = 5.04
and 3.39, respectively.

Results of planned comparisons were similar to those for
the other measures. The two groups did not differ in their
response to CS+ and CS- at pretest. The SN+/FL- observers
showed a significant pretest-to-posttest increase in disturbance
to the toy snake. No change in disturbance to the flowers
occurred for the FL+/SN- observers. In addition, the two
groups differed significantly in their level of distress with their
respective CS+s (but not CS-s) at posttest: SN+/FL- observ-
ers displayed more distress with the toy snakes than did FL+/
SN- observers with the flowers. Neither group showed a
pretest-to-posttest shift in responding to the CS-. At posttest,
both groups exhibited greater distress in the presence of the
real snake than with either the CS+ or CS—. Level of distress
shown by the SN+/FL- subjects to the real snake did not
significantly differ from that of the FL+/SN- subjects. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 depict results for the WGTA measures.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 support the inference of a
selective association between fear-relevant stimuli and aver-
sive outcomes. Specifically, rhesus monkeys appear to differ-
entially associate fear-relevant CSs (toy snakes)—as opposed
to fear-irrelevant CSs (flowers)—with vicariously observed
USs (i.e., the fear responses of conspecifics). Similar results
were attained with a very different species by Curio, Ernst,
and Vieth (1978; see also Curio, 1988). They found that
European blackbirds (Turdus merula) exhibited significantly
higher levels of mobbing when the alarm cries of a conspecific
were paired with a fear-relevant, predator-like, stuffed noisy
friarbird (Philemon corniculatus) rather than a fear-irrelevant
plastic bottle.

In the present experiment, fear of the CSs was first measured
(in the Circus) after four conditioning sessions. Eight addi-
tional conditioning sessions did not appear to result in any
additional increment in fear of the toy snake CS+ for the
SN+/FL— observers. (Not surprisingly, the level of acquired
fear to the toy snake was not quite as high as in Experiment
1 where the more salient—larger and moving—real and huge
toy snakes were used during observational conditioning.)
Given that no further increments in snake fear appeared to
occur between Sessions 5 and 12 of observational condition-
ing for the SN4-/FL— observers, it does not seem plausible to
presume that the FL+/SN— observers failed to demonstrate
a fear of the flower CS+ simply because observational condi-
tioning was not carried out long enough. Furthermore, the
differential responding to toy snake stimuli does not appear
to derive from a nonassociative selective sensitization process.
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Figwre 5 Mean food-reach latency in the Wisconsin General Test
Apparatus (WGTA) in the presence of four stimulus objects (real
snake, toy snakes, flowers, and neutral object) for the FL+/SN- and
SN+/FL— observers of Experiment 2 at pretest and posttest.

If selective sensitization were responsible for the enhanced
fear of toy snakes in the SN4-/FL- observers, then the FL+/
SN- observers, for whom toy snakes and the US were explic-
itly unpaired, should also have shown an enhanced fear of
toy snakes.

Because observers were laboratory-raised animals with no
prior experience with flowers or snakes, the differential asso-
ciability cannot easily be ascribed to prior experiential differ-
ences of observers with the two stimulus classes. However, it
is possible that specific stimulus properties possessed by the
toy snakes, but not by the artificial flowers (e.g., eyes, forked
tongues, sinuous shape), led observers to discriminate toy
snakes as potentially animate objects. Further, one can as-
sume that animate objects are less predictable and controllable
than are inanimate objects. A large body of evidence has

Fear Behaviors in WGTA
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Figure 6. Mean number of disturbance behaviors exhibited in the
Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (WGTA) in the presence of four
stimulus objects (real snake, toy snakes, flowers, and neutral object)
for the FL+/SN- and SN+/FL- observers of Experiment 2 at pretest
and posttest.

shown that more adverse consequences follow exposure to
aversive stimuli that are unpredictable or uncontrollable than
those that are controllable or predictable (see Maier & Selig-
man, 1976;Mineka&Hendersen, 1985; Overmier, Patterson,
& Wielkiewicz, 1980, for reviews). If observers had learned
about the relatively unpredictable or uncontrollable nature of
animate stimuli, they might have generalized between such
stimuli and the toy snakes. Thus, the differential conditiona-
bility of the toy snakes could potentially reflect prior differ-
ential experiences with similar stimuli rather than a selective
association (see Bandura, in press).

A recent study from this laboratory was designed to distin-
guish between these alternative accounts (Cook & Mineka,
1989). In a procedure that paralleled that of Experiment 2,
rhesus observers were exposed to videotapes of the conjoint
fear response of a conspecific and one of two CS-t-s, one fear
relevant and the other fear irrelevant. However, the two CS+s
were both toy animals—a fear-relevant crocodile and a fear-
irrelevant rabbit—that were presumably comparable in term
of "animateness" (in contrast to toy snakes vs. flowers). En-
hanced conditioning (fear acquisition) emerged only with the
fear-relevant crocodile CS+, arguing against an interpretation
of the enhanced responding to snake CS+s in the present
experiment as being due solely to any animate qualities that
toy snakes might possess.

The SN+/FL— observers demonstrated greater mean fear
of the live snake than that manifested by the FL+/SN-
observers, although these differences were not significant.
Further, the fact that both groups exhibited elevated fear/
distress with the real snake relative to that shown with the
CS+ or CS—, or both poses some interpretational difficulties.
Indications of fear of the real snake by the FL+/SN- observ-
ers, in particular, may be a consequence of the highly novel
nature of the real snake; that is, unlike the remaining stimuli,
the real snake could and sometimes did exhibit movement
during its presentation. In addition, at the time of the WGTA
posttest, observers had had extensive prior experience with all
the stimuli except the real snake (see Bronson, 1968; Gray,
1971, chap. 9; Russell, 1979). Congruent with this line of
reasoning, observers in previous studies (e.g., Cook & Mineka,
1987) have occasionally exhibited a level of disturbance to
the real snake at pretest (the first time they see the real snake)
that is not dissimilar to that shown by the FL+/SN- observers
in posttest. In any case, it should be noted that considerations
of responding to the real snake do not strongly impinge upon
conclusions concerning a selective association between the
toy snakes (presented during conditioning) and aversive USs.

Although the design of Experiment 2 controls for some
nonassociative phenomena (e.g., selective sensitization), other
nonassociative accounts of the results can be formulated.
Specifically, the greater conditionability of toy snakes as op-
posed to flowers could be a consequence of differences in
salience between the two CSs (see Mackintosh, 1974, chap.
2). Although the two stimuli appear superficially comparable
in salience (if anything, that of the flowers appears somewhat
greater to the human eye), it is nevertheless possible that for
monkeys the salience of the flowers is lower, resulting in less
conditioning to this stimulus. To discount this possibility, an
experimental design is required that approximates that used
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by Ohman et al. (1976), which crossed the factors of CS fear
relevance and US type (see earlier discussion). Applying this
logic to the interpretation of Experiment 2 results, if it can be
demonstrated that an alternative reinforcer is capable of sup-
porting a level of conditioning to a videotaped flower that is
as strong or stronger than that to a videotaped toy snake, then
the differential salience explanation of the Experiment 2
findings will be contraindicated, and the inference of a selec-
tive association would be the more likely interpretation (see
LoLordo, 1979a, 1979b; LoLordo & Droungas, 1989).

Experiment 3 was designed with this goal in mind. The
alternative reinforcer was appetitive as opposed to aversive.
Although, ideally, the design of this study should parallel that
of Experiment 2 as closely as possible, with the exception of
the US used, Experiment 3 differed from Experiment 2 along
a number of additional dimensions. The response was instru-
mental rather than a classically conditioned emotional re-
sponse because extensive pilot work failed to provide a reliable
paradigm for the classical conditioning of an appetitive re-
sponse in rhesus monkeys (cf. D'Amato & Buckiewicz, 1980;
D'Amato, Bucfciewicz, & Puopolo, 1981). In addition, the
paradigm did not involve observational conditioning.

Experiment 3

Experiment 3 used a variation of the PAN ambiguous-cue
problem. PAN problems involve two stimulus pairs, PA and
NA: On PA trials, a "positive" cue, P, which is consistently
reinforced (S*), is presented along with an "ambiguous" cue,
A, which is nonreinforced when paired with P. On NA trials,
a "negative" cue, N, which is consistently nonreinforced (S~),
is presented along with the ambiguous cue, A, which is
reinforced when paired with N. PAN problems have been
solved by a variety of species including rhesus monkeys (Boyer
& Polidora, 1972; Fletcher, Grogg, & Garske, 1968; Leary,
1958).

Subjects were required to solve 2 separate PAN problems,
one involving videotaped flower stimuli and a second involv-
ing videotaped snake stimuli. In the flower PAN problem,
one flower served as P, a second, distinct flower served as N,
and a geometric figure (a diamond) served as the A cue.
Similarly, in the snake PAN problem, one snake served as P,
a second, distinct snake served as N, and a geometric figure
(a square) served as the A cue. In essence, Experiment 3
involved four rather than two problems: two flower problems
(one PA, one NA) and two snake problems (one PA, one
NA). Figure 7 provides a representation of the PAN problems.

Given that the toy snake and flower stimuli presented
during observational conditioning of Experiment 2 were vi-
deotaped, the P, A, and N stimuli were also videotaped.
Furthermore, one of the flower stimuli used in Experiment 2
was used as the N stimulus in the flower PAN problem.
Similarly, a toy snake that was identical to one used in
Experiment 2 (except for color) was utilized as the N stimulus
of the snake PAN problem. It was crucial for interpretative
reasons to demonstrate that subjects in Experiment 3 could
learn about these specific N stimuli. It was for this reason that
the PAN design was adopted in preference to a simpler
simultaneous discrimination design involving only S* versus
S~, where it is possible for a subject to solve a problem by

simply approaching S* or by avoiding S . For example, if a
simultaneous discrimination problem were used with a stim-
ulus from Experiment 2 serving as the S~, any learning might
result solely from the development of approach tendencies to
S*. Alternatively, if the Experiment 2 stimulus served as the
S+, then learning might stem solely from the development of
avoidance tendencies to S~. The PAN design obviates the
possibility of an approach-only or avoidance-only solution to
the discrimination problem because the subject cannot solve
the problem by always approaching P (because P is absent on
the NA trials) or by always avoiding N (because N is absent
on PA trials). Instead, solution requires a change in the
associative value of all stimulus elements of the problem, P,
A, and N. (See Berch, 1974; Hall, 1980; Zeaman & House,
1962, for more detailed theoretical analyses of the PAN
ambiguous-cue problem.)

If the results of Experiment 3 indicate that the rate of
response acquisition for the flower PAN problems is as fast
or faster than the rate achieved for the snake problems, then
salience differences between the stimulus categories (snake vs.
flower) cannot easily account for the Experiment 2 results;
instead, the selective association account of those findings
appears the more likely explanation. Note that because the N
stimuli were identical or highly similar to stimuli used in
Experiment 2, contrasts involving the NA problems (i.e.,
snake-NA vs. flower-NA) are relatively more important than
those involving PA problems (i.e., snake-PA vs. flower-PA).

Method

Subjects

Subjects were 13 laboratory-reared rhesus monkeys (6 males and

7 females) ranging in age from 5 to 9 years. All monkeys were living

at the Barlow Primate Laboratory at the time of the experiment.

However, of these 13 initial subjects, only 6 (3 males and 3 females

ranging in age from 5 to 9 years) were able to solve the discrimination

problems (see Results for details).

Stimuli and Apparatus

Discrimination training took place in the same WGTA used in the

first two experiments. During training, a color monitor, connected to

a VCR, was situated within the WGTA so that the subject could view

the videotaped stimuli on the monitor's screen when the WGTA
blind was raised by the experimenter. Both the monitor and VCR

were those used in the prior experiments. Low-level white noise

masked any extraneous noise occurring during sessions in the WGTA.
The stimulus pairs presented to subjects were on two videotapes.

One videotape contained the trials constituting the flower PAN

problem; the second contained the trials constituting the snake PAN

problem. Each lape was comprised of 20 trials (10 PA and 10 NA
trials). The order of PA and NA trials was semirandom. For each

trial, one of the two stimuli presented occupied the right half of the

monitor's screen and the second stimulus occupied the left half.
Stimulus location on the screen was counterbalanced. The back-

ground against which stimuli appeared was a uniform beige. Stimuli
were separated from one another by a black vertical line (approxi-

mately 1 cm wide).
For the flower PAN problem, P was a circular arrangement (ap-

proximately 30.5 cm in diameter) of lavender chrysanthemums

("mums"). Two of the silk flowers used in Experiment 2—one yellow,

the other pink—were N. The A cue was a blue cardboard diamond
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Figure 7. Representation of snake and flower PAN problems (stimuli not drawn to scale). For the
snake PAN problem (top panels), the concentric circles represent the coiled rattlesnake model, and the
depiction of a snake (with a forked tongue) represents the sinuous toy snake. For the flower PAN
problem (bottom panels), the circle enclosing three flowers represents the circular arrangement of mums,
and the two flowers, each connected to a straight line, represent the two artificial flowers (including the
stems).

(30.5 cm per side) with a white "X" occupying its center (each
diagonal of the "X" was 25.4 cm long and 2.5 cm wide). For the
snake PAN problem, P was a brown ceramic model of a coiled timber

rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus). The shape and size of the rattlesnake
approximated that of the mums; that is, when viewed from above,
the coiled snake presented a roughly circular profile, approximately
30.5 cm in diameter. N was a toy snake identical to the small toy
snake of Experiment 2 except that it was colored a dark, drab green
instead of brown to increase its discriminabilily from the brown
rattlesnake (P). The A cue was a red cardboard square (30.5 cm per
side) with a white "+" occupying its center (the dimensions of the
"+" were identical to those of the "X" in the flower A cue). Thus,
the A cue in the snake problem differed from the A cue in flower
problem in three dimensions: color (red vs. blue), orientation of the
figure's perimeter (square vs. diamond), and orientation of the cross
("+" vs. "X").

P, A, and N stimuli were selected and videotaped such that the
screen images of the two P stimuli were similar in shape and size, as
were the images of the two N stimuli and those of the two A stimuli.
Specifically, the camera angle during videotaping of the two P stimuli
was about 30 degrees above the horizontal surface the stimuli occu-
pied. Hence, each P stimulus appeared on the screen as roughly

ellipsoidal in shape with a major axis of approximately 14 cm and a
minor axis of approximately 7.5 cm. Camera angle during videotaping
of the two N stimuli was also about 30 degrees above the horizontal
surface they occupied. The screen images of the toy snake and of
each of the two flowers were approximately 14 cm long. Finally,
camera angle during videotaping of the two A cues was 90 degrees
(directly over the stimulus) so that the screen images for the A stimuli
for the flower and snake problems appeared as diamond shaped and
squared shaped, respectively; each side of each cue measured approx-
imately 14 cm.

Two hinged Plexiglas panels (each 45.7 cm high x 25.4 cm wide)
were situated approximately 5 cm in front of the monitor's screen.
One panel covered the left half of the screen, corresponding to the
screen location where one member of a videotaped stimulus pair was
presented. The second panel covered the right half of the screen,
corresponding to the screen location where the remaining member of
a stimulus pair was presented. Because the panels were clear, subjects
could see the videotaped stimuli. These two panels served as mani-
pulanda. A response consisted of pressing any part of a panel toward
the screen approximately 0.3 cm, which closed a mieroswitch. Press-
ing the panel covering the correct stimulus activated a treat dispenser
that delivered a food treat with a latency of approximately 0.5 s to a
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recessed food magazine (10.2 cm long x 7.6 cm high x 6.4 cm deep)

located immediately beneath the pressed panel. (Two magazines were

present, one corresponding to each panel.)

Two 100-mA, 28-V red miniature lamps were mounted, one at the
right and one at the left edge of the screen. These lamps, when

activated, blinked on and off (the light was interrupted 4.5 times per
second and was on for 70% of a given second). These lamps served

as additional cues for the subjects (see Procedure). Delivery of rein-

forcers and recording of subject responses were controlled by relay

equipment located adjacent to the WGTA.

Procedure

For a given testing session, a subject received 40, 80, 120, or 160

trials. The number of trials varied for a variety of reasons, including

scheduling constraints and variable motivation to respond on the part

of the subjects. Trials were presented in blocks of 40: Presentation of

the flower PAN videotape (10 flower-PA and 10 flower-NA trials)

was alternated with that of the snake PAN videotape (10 snake-PA

and 10 snake-NA trials). The modal number of trials received per

test session was 120, that is, 30 trials per problem.

Each trial commenced with the appearance of S* (P or A) and S~

(N or A) on the screen and the concurrent raising of the WGTA blind
by experimenter, enabling the subject to respond. A correct response,

pressing the panel covering S*, was reinforced with food. Subjects

could continue to respond correctly for the duration of the 10-s trial,

with each correct response being reinforced. Pressing the panel cov-
ering S~, an incorrect response, terminated the trial; that is, the blind

was lowered, preventing the subject from making any further re-

sponses, correct or incorrect. If the subject made only correct re-

sponses or failed to make any response during a trial, the trial was

terminated after 10 s again by the lowering of the blind. Thus, subjects

were prevented from responding during the ITI. The minimum ITI

length was 10 s, the length of the video black segment separating each

trial on the videotapes. However, when the subject responded to S",

prematurely terminating a trial, the effective length of the ITI was

10 s plus the amount of time left in the terminated trial. (Although it

was possible for a subject to initially respond correctly and subse-

quently respond incorrectly during the same 10-s trial, this rarely

occurred. Such a pattern of responding was scored as an incorrect

response. Further, failure to respond at all during a trial was scored

as an incorrect response.)
During the first phase of discrimination learning, the correct panel

was cued not only by the appearance of S* and S~ on the screen, but

additionally by the activation of the lamp adjacent to the correct
panel. This phase continued until a subject responded correctly on at

least 80% of 40 consecutive trials. The use of the lamps followed the

results of pilot work that indicated that the PAN problems were very
difficult to solve. It was thought that a "prompting" procedure in-

volving the lamps would hasten learning: Responses initially would
be controlled by the presumably more salient lamps, but stimulus

control of responses would shift to the previously redundant video-

taped stimuli when use of the lamps was discontinued. A number of
experiments suggest that animals can learn about one set of redundant

stimuli while responding on the basis of another set (e.g., Miles &

Jenkins, 1973; Turner, 1968; cited in Mackintosh, 1974, chap. 10;

see Fletcher et al., 1968, for a description of a similar prompting

procedure with rhesus monkeys solving a PAN problem).

Following this first phase, trials were presented without the lamps

(prompts) cuing the correct response until three consecutive incorrect
responses were made. If this happened, the use of the prompts was

reinstituted until the subject made three consecutive correct re-

sponses, at which point the prompts were again discontinued. This
procedure of initiating and discontinuing use of the prompts remained

in effect for the remainder of the discrimination problem.

For each of the four problems, the learning criterion was the

occurrence of a correct response on at least 80% of 30 consecutive

nonprompted trials of a given problem. Because each problem was

presented via a videotape that also contained the trials of another

problem (viz., one tape contained the two snake problems; the other

contained the two flower problems), if subjects reached criterion on

one of those problems, they continued to receive trials for that

problem until criterion was reached for the other problem on that

tape (at which point both problems were discontinued).

Results

Only the results for those 6 subjects who were able to

achieve criterion on the PAN problems are presented. None

of the remaining 7 subjects achieved criterion for any of the

problems in spite of receiving an extensive number of trials

(over 1,000 in all cases). Nor did these subjects show tenden-

cies toward superior performance for particular problems. Of

these 7 subjects, 2 showed a pattern of responding that con-

sisted of very rapidly pressing one of the two manipulanda at

the outset of the trial. However, the choice of manipulanda

never came under the control of the discriminative stimuli;

hence, neither of these subjects ever responded such that more

than 60% of their responses were correct over a 30-trial block.

For the other 5 of the 7 subjects not considered, the proportion

of trials on which they responded correctly frequently ap-

proached zero as a result of frequent nonresponding. Figures

8 and 9 show the performance of 2 of the 6 successful subjects

on the nonprompted trials for each of the four problems.

Figure 8 shows the performance of a subject who achieved

criteria for the four problems relatively quickly, whereas
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Figure 8. Proportion correct on each discrimination problem of
Experiment 3 over successive blocks of 30 nonprompted trials for

Subject AJ81.
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Figure 9 shows the performance of a subject who achieved
criteria relatively slowly. For each problem, performance is
indicated as proportion correct over successive blocks of 30
nonprompted trials.

Table 1 indicates the number of nonprompted trials each
subject required to reach criterion for each of the four prob-
lems. Comparing the two flower problems, 3 of the 6 subjects
showed faster acquisition on the NA than on the PA problem.
For the two snake problems, 4 of the 6 subjects showed faster
acquisition on the PA than on the NA problem. Wilcoxon
tests showed that neither of these differences were significant,
Ts > 9.00.

Contrasting the two PA problems, 4 of the 6 subjects
showed faster acquisition on the snake problem than on the
flower problem. For the two NA problems, 4 of the 6 subjects
showed faster acquisition on the flower problem than on the
snake problem. Neither of these two differences were signifi-
cant, Ts a 8.00. Lack of differences in trials in criterion was
further confirmed by the nonsignificance of a Friedman test
statistic contrasting all four problems, Xr2 (3, N = 6) = 1.00.

Table 1 also shows the total number of trials to reach
criterion (i.e., prompted and nonprompted trials combined)
for each of the four problems. The pattern of results was
extremely similar to that obtained when considering only the
nonprompted trials: Wilcoxon and Friedman analyses failed
to uncover any significant differences among the four prob-
lems, Ts > 8.00, x,

2 (3, N = 6) = 1.00.
Finally, it might be argued that, because trial order was

fixed for both the tape containing the snake problems and
that containing the flower problems, subjects who successfully
achieved criterion may have done so by having memorized
trial order rather than by responding on the basis of the
conditional relationships between the stimuli set up by the
PAN design. We consider this possibility unlikely, however.
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Figure 9. Proportion correct on each discrimination problem of

Experiment 3 over successive blocks of 30 nonprompted trials for
Subject AO21.

If subjects had memorized trial order, one would expect to
see comparable rates of acquisition for the PA and NA
problems within each tape (the order of PA and NA trials
within each tape was pseudorandom). Although as noted there

Table 1
Number of Nonprompted Trials and Total Trials Required by Subjects to Reach Criterion

for Each of the Four Problems in Experiment 3

PA problems

Subject

All?
Nonprompted
Total

AJ81
Nonprompted
Total

AK16
Nonprompted
Total

AG21
Nonprompted
Total

AG41
Nonprompted
Total

AI08
Nonprompted
Total

Snake

70
202

380
460

210
307

2,470
3,226

440
1,479

2,040
3,306

Flower

270
430

270
346

270
368

590
1,262

1,280
2,432

2,260
3,835

NA problems

Snake

630
777

600
681

240
342

2,110
2,849

490
1,530

1,800
3,079

Flower

340
492

170
239

140
234

580
1,247

1,350
2,492

3,050
4,597

PAvs

Snake"

1134, 138.63*

1080, 32.72«

432, 4.53*

4446, 36.59*

882, 8.75*

3636, 15.98*

. NA

Flower"

612,0.62

486, 7.30*

486, 5.85*

1062,0.22

2430, 1.39

5364, 72.04*

' Values are denominator degrees of freedom followed by F ratio for PA versus NA comparison.
Numerator degrees of freedom are always I.
*p<.05.
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was no overall significant difference between PA and NA
problems in number of trials to solution, individual subjects
often exhibited striking differences in the rate of solution of
PA versus NA problems. For example, Subject AI17 required
560 more trials to reach criterion for the NA problem on the
snake tape than for the PA problem on the same tape. By
contrast, Subject AG21 required 360 more trials to reach
criterion for the PA problem on the snake tape than for the
NA problem on the snake tape (see Table 1).

Single-subject ANOVAS were used to statistically evaluate
differences in rate of solution of PA versus NA problems.
Anderson (1982, chap. 2) reviewed the rationale and general
use of such designs in situations where the locus of theoretical
interest lies in the performance of the individual subject, as is
the case here. Two single-subject ANOVAS were conducted for
each of the 6 subjects, one examining the snake-PA and snake-
NA problems, the other examining the flower-PA and flower-
NA problems. Design factors were problem type (PA vs. NA)
and trial blocks (ten trials per block). To generate a suitable
nonzero error term for each A NOVA, the responses made by a
subject on each trial were treated as if they had been made by
different subjects (cf. Anderson, 1982, chap. 2). Table 1
summarizes the outcomes of these analyses: 9 of the 12 yielded
a significant main effect for problem type, thereby supporting
the initial impression of individual variation in PA versus NA
performance.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 demonstrate that flowers are
not incapable of supporting conditioning under all circum-
stances. All 6 of the subjects that showed signs of learning any
of the problems were able to solve those problems in which
flowers constituted the P and N stimuli. More important, the
results failed to reveal any consistent difference across subjects
in the rate of solution of flower versus snake discrimination
problems. Specifically, for the two PA problems, 2 of the 6
subjects showed faster acquisition on the flower problem than
on the snake problem. For the two NA problems, 4 of the 6
subjects showed faster acquisition on the flower problem than
on the snake problem. Because the N stimuli were identical
or highly similar to stimuli used in Experiment 2, the latter
contrast is relatively more important in drawing conclusions.
Thus, it appears that the superior associability of snakes and
reinforcers is specific to aversive rather than appetitive out-
comes; that is, the snake-aversive US association seen in
Experiment 2 is a selective one.

However, it should be acknowledged that, because the
designs of Experiments 2 and 3 were not entirely parallel, this
conclusion is somewhat less definitive than would be desira-
ble. Specifically, Experiment 2 used a discriminative obser-
vational classical conditioning design, whereas Experiment 3
used a discriminative appetitive operant paradigm that did
not involve observational learning. We used this design in
Experiment 3 because extensive pilot work had failed to
provide a paradigm that produced discriminative classical
conditioning with an appetitive reinforcer and videotaped
stimuli. Use of the PAN paradigm was, in essence, a compro-
mise that allowed us to demonstrate that monkeys could learn

about the same videotaped stimuli used in Experiment 2 in
an appetitive context, albeit with a quite different experimen-
tal design.

Although individual subjects often showed differences in
rate of solution of PA and NA problems, there was no overall
trend for PA performance to exceed NA performance or vice
versa. This lack of a consistent difference in rate of solution
of PA versus NA problems stands in contrast to the results of
other PAN discrimination studies. In general, given P, A, and
N stimuli of approximately equal salience or spatial complex-
ity, NA performance should exceed PA performance (see
Berch, 1974). The various'theories advanced to explain this
outcome posit that the degree to which approach (or avoid-
ance) tendencies are conditioned to objects is proportional to
their salience/spatial complexity. Over a number of trials,
there should exist a net tendency to approach P and avoid N.
Additionally, because the effects of reward are supposedly
relatively greater than those of nonreward, there should also
exist a net tendency to approach A, although this tendency is
somewhat weaker than the tendency to approach P. The
poorer PA performance is therefore a consequence of the
competing approach tendencies between the P and A cues;
no such competing tendencies exist for the NA problem. By
manipulating stimulus salience/complexity, one can obtain
the reverse outcome. That is, by making A less salient than P
and N, performance on PA problems exceeds that on NA
problems, supposedly because A acquires less excitatory
strength and hence competes less with P on PA trials than in
the case where the three stimuli are equally salient (e.g., Boyer
& Polidora, 1972; Boyer, Polidora, Fletcher, & Woodruff,
1966).

In the present experiment, the P and N stimuli were pre-
sumably more salient than the A stimuli so that one might
expect PA performance to exceed NA performance. However,
as noted, a clear trend of this sort was not found in the data.
It may be that by requiring subjects to solve two PAN prob-
lems in alternation rather than on a strict successive basis as
has been done in previous studies (e.g., Boyer & Polidora,
1972), some sort of interaction between the two problems
resulted, leading to the present pattern of results.

General Discussion

Considered together, the results of Experiments 2 and 3
support the hypothesis that the snake-aversive outcome asso-
ciation is selective. That is, the results imply a differential
associability between fear-relevant CSs (as opposed to fear-
irrelevant CSs) and vicariously observed USs (the fear re-
sponses of conspecifics). Further, the results of Experiment 3
argue against one nonassociative account of the differential
responding to fear-relevant stimuli, namely that parametric
differences between the two stimulus classes along some di-
mension such as salience or discriminability account for the
differences in fear conditioning. If one presumes that the
greater ease of conditioning with snake CSs is a consequence
of their greater salience (relative to that of flowers), a similar
difference in conditioning should have emerged in the PAN
experiment (i.e., superior performance on snake problems).
As noted, however, such was not the case.
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Not all nonassociative accounts are completely discounted
by the present results. For example, it is possible that the
flower-aversive US association for the FL+/SN- group in
Experiment 2 was equivalent in strength to that of the snake-
aversive US association for the SN+/FL- group, but that
overt expression of the former was for some reason not
manifested. Alternative experimental procedures (e.g., block-
ing or second-order conditioning) might have revealed con-
ditioning to the "less relevant" stimulus class. Although we
cannot definitively rule this possibility out, we do not consider
it likely. Holland (1977) noted that whereas one dependent
measure may fail to uncover such a "silent" association,
another may. In Experiment 2, three dependent measures
indexed fear of the CSs. Yet all of these measures agreed in
indicating that, on average, no significant conditioning to the
fear-irrelevant CS+ occurred.

The difficulty in establishing that associations are selective
should by this point be apparent. Indeed, one review (Mack-
intosh, 1983, chap. 8) concluded at the time that, despite the
voluminous literature, there existed compelling evidence for
the selective nature of only two phenomena: (a) the associa-
tion between gustatory cues and internal malaise (Garcia &
Koelling, 1966; Miller & Domjan, 1981), and (b) the relative
ease of establishing visual stimuli as signals for appetitive
events and auditory stimuli as signals for aversive events in
pigeons (Foree & LoLordo, 1973; LoLordo & Furrow, 1976;
Shapiro, Jacobs, & LoLordo, 1980; Shapiro & LoLordo,
1982). Therefore, that the results of the present experiments
do not provide absolutely definitive proof of the selectivity of
the association examined should not be too surprising.

The present experimental results also have implications for
posited ecologically oriented functional accounts of the snake-
aversive outcome association. Ecologically oriented accounts
of selective associations have posited that they have an evo-
lutionary/genetic basis. For example, according to Seligman
(1970, 1971), humans are presumably "prepared" to associate
certain classes of stimuli (e.g., snakes) with aversive conse-
quences because their mammalian ancestors, who easily re-
quired these fears, possessed a selective advantage relative to
their contemporaries who did not. The results of Experiments
2 and 3 are consistent with this position. We should note,
however, that theories such as Seligman's rest on premises
concerning the adaptive function and phylogenetic history of
the target behaviors/associations. For example, hypotheses
regarding the adaptive function of easily acquired snake fear
presume a predatory relation between snakes (or reptiles in
general) and primates. Although field observations have ver-
ified that snakes occasionally prey upon several primate spe-
cies (e.g., Heymann, 1987; van Schaik, van Noordwijk, de
Boer, & den Tonkelaar, 1983), estimated predation rates
appear low; thus, the extent that such predation affects pri-
mate behavior remains unclear. (See Anderson, 1986, Cheney
& Wrangham, 1987, for recent reviews presenting contrasting
viewpoints on the thesis that predation is and has been a
selective force in the determination of primate behavior.)

In spite of this caveat, there are still reasons for believing
that snake fear is in fact adaptive. For example, one might
concede that the lack of data does, in fact, represent a genu-
inely low predation risk (as opposed to a methodological

problem in data acquisition). It is possible, however, that
more intense predation by snakes in the phylogenetic past of
primate species has resulted in the "canalized" development
of antisnake behavior; that is, such behavior might now persist
over periods of relaxed selection (see Coss & Owings, 1985;
Ohman et al., 1985; Waddington, 1957). Alternatively, it is
possible that snakes have exerted a significant influence on
primate behavior that is not reflected in the current predation
rate because the selection pressure in question has led to
effective defenses against snakes. Indeed, the observation that
snake fear is so prevalent among primate species (see intro-
duction) is consistent with this hypothesis.

Given the fruitful employment of comparative strategies by
evolutionary biologists in addressing issues of adaptation and
phylogeny (see Mailman, 1976, for a general discussion of the
comparative method), a number of writers have proposed
their use in the investigation of constraint/selective associa-
tion phenomena (e.g., Domjan & Galef, 1983; Johnston,
1981). Domjan and Galef (1983), for example, outlined a
strategy that includes, first, the identification of different
selective pressures acting on phylogenetically similar forms;
second, the formation of hypotheses concerning different
associative processes likely to stem from the observed selective
pressures; and third, demonstration of a correlation between
behavioral elaborations and selective pressures. (Note that by
observing the first two steps, the commonly observed ex post
facto nature that frequently characterizes theorizing about the
phylogeny of target behaviors is avoided.) Application of this
methodology to the question of easily acquired snake fear by
primates might begin by contrasting two primate populations,
only one of which coevolved with predatory snakes. Given
the hypothesis that the selective associability of snakes with
aversive consequences represents an adaptive behavior shaped
by natural selection, one might not expect a selective associ-
ation to be manifest in the population that evolved in an
environment free of predatory snakes.

In conclusion, the present studies support the hypothesis
that the observed differential conditioning involving snakes
and aversive conspecific fear responses represents a selective
association. Moreover, the experimental findings extend the
range of our knowledge concerning the conditions under
which vicarious transmission of fear may occur by demon-
strating such transmission in the case where videotaped rather
than actual model performances are used. In addition, the
present methodology provides a framework that can be used
in addressing further questions regarding the possible role
natural selection has played in mediating the ease with which
snake fear is acquired by primates.
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